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Air vehicles are often categorised and regarded as bland for looking so much alike, but there was
no mistaking the unique profile of this intriguing new paradigm as it grabbed the press headlines
immediately on conducting its first UK flight on 17 August 2016 at Cardington, Beds.

!
Historically and technically there is a longer tale than the headlines conveyed at the time, and we
had a speaker whose involvement and commitment to the project was to provide a profound and
well-illustrated description of its history, its uniqueness, and the pros and cons of the hybrid
approach.
The experience from which Airlander has evolved commenced in the mid-70s when Roger Munk
started work at Cardington on a conventionally configured small-scale airship which had tilting
engines but whilst it outperformed contemporaries it was still intrinsically an airship, which can have
performance limitations and ground handling challenges. Our speaker spoke of small airships used
to fly over the Bodensee (Lake Constance) from Friedrichshafen in Germany, and commented that
people must embark and disembark in pairs as taking out too large a proportion of payload will
cause an airship to rise. The innovative outlook that had started the work at Cardington was to
continue, but not always based at the historic site, as more radical ideas evolved. These iterated in
stages towards the ‘Hybrid Air Vehicle’ which uniquely generates lift from three dynamic sources:
(1) Buoyancy lift – the traditional airship ‘big balloon’ main body,
(2) Aerodynamic lift – instead of one round-section hull, two or more are combined to create a
more wing-like, albeit low-aspect ratio, hull,
(3) Vectored thrust, using pivoted engines, with butterfly-like aft control vanes.
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The concept took on newer technologies too, including fibre-optic ‘fly-by-light’ controls (used as
early as 1984) and control and stability was enhanced by using four ballonets within the envelope,
two forward and two aft. These are bags which are inflated with air as necessary to adjust the
overall average gas density and thus the overall lift.

!
The hull is able to generate aerodynamic lift up to 40% of the total weight, making payload
capability much higher than a conventional airship. By 2008 the Hybrid Air Vehicle was a concept
adequately mature to present it to the US Military, as its ability to conduct long-endurance
operations with ease of operation, including launch and retrieval, was adequate to be awarded a
development and demonstration contract in 2010. Ironically, the chief instigator, Roger Munk,
passed away that year, but as he had a large and well organised team progress on the project was
not marred.

!
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Trials were a success, but the demand for such a vehicle was put into question with US Government
budget issues in 2013. With such a respectable heritage the team re-formed in the UK and a
development of the US-proven concept was revealed two years later.

!
The three-layer hull skin comprises layers of Vectran (for strength), Tedlar (to block damaging UV
light) and Mylar (to be gas tight). Prime details, including the disposition of engines and use of
carbon-fibre and glass-fibre for specific airframe components is illustrated above. This was the
vehicle rolled-out at Cardington in 2016, and which on 17 August drew crowds to witness its first
UK flight.
Using £4.5 million of funding from the UK Technology Strategy Board and Aerospace Technology
Institute (ATI) – the latter close to Cardington at Cranfield – the development programme has been
able to demonstrate that the handling, performance and stability qualities of the vehicle are in
accordance with expected attributes. The programme ran to plan until, on 18 November 2017 the
vehicle, moored outside overnight, broke free – in circumstances still under investigation.
The technical programme has proceeded in recent months and a new production version of the
Airlander 10, expected to be the definitive commercial demonstrator, is having its design optimised,
ready for manufacture. HAV also has a conceptual design of its Airlander 50 aircraft which it intends
to build after the Airlander 10 (see image on next page). It will be superficially similar-looking to
the Airlander 10, but larger and with a wider centreline hull section. The extra capacity section will
be where commercial payloads can be carried in the belly section, and in this up to 48 passengers
and 60 tonnes of freight can be carried.
A further diagram shows how large and heavy mechanical equipment typically used for mining, but
often difficult to deliver to remote locations, can alternatively be carried. And as they are loaded
from the rear, additional external space aft of the cabin (creating a 40 metres long cargo space) can
accommodate additional load, slung from above, up to 60 tonnes total. There is also an external
and fully underslung load option.
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Airlander 50
Dates for future flight trials cannot yet be announced. The concept is still being marketed as a
vehicle that has military as well as civil operational roles. The most promising aspect is the ability to
conduct long-endurance work.
A diagram below from the presentation shows speed (km/h) along the horizontal axis, and
endurance (in days) is plotted vertically: the green circle at the top left is the AVH concept. The low
drag and thus low fuel consumption enables flights of up to 21-day endurance.
Comment was made that electric propulsion was becoming a more accessible possibility, and that
appropriate engine technology, solar panel and energy storage options were on the company’s
research agenda, but trials are not yet planned.
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We were invited to consider the pleasure of viewing scenery as impressive as the Grand Canyon
from the spacious, comfortable and quiet cabin of an Airlander 10 rather than a helicopter (see
below) – an excellent reminder of the breadth of potential vehicle applications.
The presentation was a fine balance of technical and role/operation related detail that gave a
positive insight into what innovation can deliver when the concept is well-balanced and
appropriately funded. It was attended by 125 members, whose reactions were wholly positive:
ranging from being purely fulfilled to being an aerostat sceptic turned ‘convert.’

Lecture notes by Mike Hirst
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